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Ans1. B) The Urals            1 

Ans2. C) Delhi   1 

Ans3.A) Chandragupta Maurya          1 

Ans 4. B) Small landowners          1 

Ans5.A) Ashoka            1 

Ans6.A) For a map            1 

Ans 7.B) A Rickshaw puller          1 

Ans 8. C) Shiwalik            1 

Ans 9.A) Silver            1 

Ans 10.D) None of these            1 

Ans 11. True             1 

Ans 12.Tamilnadu            1 

Ans 13.Ravikirti            1 

Ans14. Syria, Egypt, Greece          1 

Ans15.Circle of illumination          1 

Ans16.ROTATION – The circular movement of earth on its axis is known as Rotation. Earth takes 
24 hours to complete one rotation.         2 

REVOLUTION – The movement of the earth around the sun is known as Revolution. Earth takes 
365 days to complete one revolution around the sun.        

Ans 17. The work of the police is to maintain and enforcing the law and order the law and order of 
the country.             2 

OR 

Hindu Succession (Amendment), Act, 2005 is known as new law. According to this law, women in 
India can get a share in the family's agricultural land and property. 

Ans18. The Municipal Corporation earns the money to do its work in following ways: (i) Property 
tax on house, land etc. (ii) Grants from the state government.        2 

Ans19. They were laid in an interlocking pattern intersecting at right angles, which made the walls 
strong.              2 
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Ans 20. The plains are flat and thus help in smooth transportation. Fertile land is available for 
cultivation.             2 

Ans21.Three authors who wrote about Harshavardhana are − Banabhatta, Xuan Zang and 
Ravikirti.             3 

Ans 22.The Northern Hemisphere is called 'Land Hemisphere' because the greater part of the land 
masses of the Earth lie in the Northern Hemisphere i.e. majority of the continents lie in the 
Northern Hemisphere.            3 

OR 

 The major oceans are as follows: 

1. The Pacific Ocean 2.The Atlantic Ocean 3.The Indian Ocean 4. The Southern Ocean 5.The 
Arctic Ocean. 

 Ans 23.Map is a graphical representation of the Earth on a flat surface like paper, whereas the 
globe is a spherical structure shaped like the Earth. Map helps in knowing the minutest details of 
the geographical features. That is why maps are more useful than globe.    3 

Ans 24.1The village headman was known as the Grambhojaka in the northern part of the country1  

Ans 24.2 The work of grambhojaka was to collect taxes from villages. He also functioned a judge 
and sometimes as a policeman.          1 

Ans 24.3 An independent farmers who worked along with their family members on the fields. 1 

Ans 24.4 Das karmkaras did not own land and had to earn a living working on the fields owned by 
others.             1 

Ans25.1. Pudupet            1 

25.2.)  Fishing            1 

25.3.) The houses of the people are close to the sea and one finds rows of catamarans and nets 
lying around.             1 

25.4.) The women gather to buy and sell fish.        1 

26.1.) There are two main division of the earth’s surface.      1 

26.2) The large landmasses of the earth are known as continents     1 

26.3.) Ocean basins            1 

26.4.) Elevation of land is measured from the level of the sea.     1 

Ans 27 Teaching of lord Mahavira are following:       5 

1. People, who wish to know the truth, must leave their home. 

2. The truth-seeker must follow the rules of ahimsa. 

3. Lead a simple and pure life. 
4. He taught not to steal and lead a simple life. 
5. He laid stress on three jewels of life known as Triratna- 
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OR 

Ans .The Buddha was a philosopher and spiritual teacher and founder of Buddhism.   

i) His original name was Siddhant  

ii) He was prince of Sakya clan but left all worldly pleasure for spirituality. He delivered his first 
sermon in Sarnath. 

iii) He attained enlightenment in Bodh Gaya. 

(Any other relevant point) 

:Ans 28 i) They are responsible for providing and maintaining public toilets .    5 

ii) They ensure proper lighting of the streets and roads and maintenance of parks. 

iii) They keep check on sanitation and solid waste management. 

iv) They take care of water supply. 

v) They run schools, hospitals, dispensaries etc. 

(Any other relevant point) 
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